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Abstract. Iterated admissibility is one of the most appealing so-
lution concepts for complete-information strategic-form games. Still,
to understand when it is the appropriate one, conditions under which
players want to avoid strategies that are weakly dominated in some
reduced game along the procedure (although possibly not in the �-
nal set!) must be provided. It is intuitive that these conditions have
to incorporate some cautious attitude of the players. Yet, to what
extent players are cautious and assume that opponents are must
be carefully de�ned in order to provide a correct motivation for iter-
ated admissibility. Brandenburger, Friedenberg and Keisler (ECMA,
2008) de�ne a notion of rationality, including an "open-mindedness"
requirement for lexicographic beliefs, which delivers iterated admis-
sibility when players adopt it, assume (to a de�ned extent) that
opponents adopt it, and so on, up to some �nite level. This notion
of rationality cannot be commonly assumed by players unless heavy
exogenous restrictions to beliefs apply. Here, I provide a weaker no-
tion of cautiousness that can be commonly assumed by players and
still captures iterated admissibility. This notion has a very clear and
realistic interpretation. Moreover, I carry on the analysis in a type
space that encompasses all meaningful lexicographic hierarchies of
beliefs, the canonical one, of which I show constructively the exis-
tence.
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1 Introduction

In the huge variety of solution concepts for complete-information strategic-form
games, iterated admissibility, i.e. iterated deletion of weakly dominated strate-
gies, is surely one of the most appealing. First, it is a decision criterion that does
not rely on any pre-existing equilibrium motivation: players can perform it from
scratch through nothing else than their strategic reasoning. Second, it re�ects
an intuitevely reasonable way to behave: to the minimum, it avoids choosing a
strategy when there is another one that, when it makes a di¤erence, can only do
better.1 Still, it has to be identi�ed more precisely when iterated admissibility
is actually the appropriate solution concept and why, more generally, it is a
sound way for players to choose their strategies.
The �rst step to this end is detecting which kind of conjectures and optimal-

ity concept motivate players to avoid strategies that are weakly dominated in
some reduced game along the procedure. The following game,2 where strategy
L is eliminated in the �rst round and strategy B is eliminated in the second, is
helpful to follow the next few arguments.

1n2 L C R
U (4; 1) (4; 1) (0; 1)
M (0; 1) (0; 1) (4; 1)
D (3; 1) (2; 1) (2; 1)
B (9; 0) (0; 1) (0; 1)

It is known from Pearce [14] that a strategy is not weakly dominated if and only
if it is a best reply to some fully mixed conjecture over opponents�strategies. But
notice that, di¤erently than the iterated deletion of strongly dominated strate-
gies, iterated admissibility can exclude strategies that are not weakly dominated
in the �nal reduced game (L). To justify this, a player must still consider the
possibility that some opponent might play some previously deleted strategy. But
to what extent? If previously deleted strategies could be given a positive prob-
ability, a player would clearly run the opposite risk of rescuing strategies that
are weakly dominated in the �nal reduced game (B). This tension is solved
by lexicographic conjectures and lexicographic best replies.3 A lexicographic
conjecture is a �nite list of simple conjectures in a priority ordering. They allow
to take into consideration previously deleted strategies and yet, pushing them
farther in the list, to deem them as in�nitely less likely than strategies that sur-
vive more steps of the procedure. A lexicographic best reply is a strategy that,
for any other strategy, does not worse than the latter against the conjectures of
the list up to the end or up to one against which the former does strictly better.

1Moreover, in case the strategic form is derived from an extensive form game without
relevant ties among payo¤s, iterated admissibility operationalizes extensive form rationaliz-
ability ([14] and [2]). Yet, the analysis of the extensive form solution concept is required to
understand the epistemic motivations: see [2].

2This example (with one strategy added) is due to Pierpaolo Battigalli.
3See also Stahl ([15])
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Formal de�nitions will be provided in section 2. Notice that to justify strategy
D player 1 must be allowed to hold a lexicographic conjecture with overlapping
supports. In the �nal set, D is a best reply to the simple conjecture that con-
siders C and R equally likely, but it is not a strict best reply. Hence player 1
may wonder about a secondary conjecture to check the desirability of D. If the
secondary conjecture were obliged to put probability 1 on the deleted strategy
L, strategy D would not be a lexicographic best reply. Instead, considering L
and R equally likely as secondary hypothesis makes strategy D a lexicographic
best reply.

The second step consists of �nding the epistemic hypotheses that identify and
conceptually motivate the right lexicographic conjectures, whose lexicographic
best replies correspond to the iteratevely admissible strategies. These hypothe-
ses will be de�ned as notions of cautious rationality, assumption of opponents�
cautious rationality, and so on, which characterize players who perform iterated
admissibility.
Here comes the contribution of the paper. In section 3, a canonical type

space for lexicographic hierarchies of beliefs is constructed. The canonical type
space allows players to conceive any meaningful lexicographic hierarchy of beliefs
about strategies, so that no exogenous restriction is super-imposed and the
states of interest will be entirely identi�ed by the conceptually relevant events.
In section 4, compelling notions of assumption, cautiousness and rationality are
de�ned and put at work in this epistemic environment. These notions allow
to construct events that not only capture any step of iterated admissibility but
can also hold together, de�ning a cautious rationality and common assumption
of cautious rationality non-empty event in which players "share" their being
cautious and rational in the sense of this paper.

Brandenburger, Friedenberg and Keisler [6] (henceforth BFK), to whom this
work is much indebted, de�ne notions of rationality and assumption that, op-
portunely combined, deliver the iteratevely admissible strategies. They obtain
this result by incorporating in rationality a very strong open-mindedness re-
quirement: players put every state of world in the support of their beliefs, at
some level of their lexicographic probability system over the state space. This
means that players conceive at the same time every lexicographic hierarchy of
beliefs allowed by the type space and consider it possible to some extent. Then,
the authors prove the impossibility result that for a rich enough type structure
(complete and continuous), players are unable to commonly assume this notion
of rationality: the corresponding event is empty. The impossibility ceases to
hold for poorer type structures, but this means imposing exogenous restrictions
to the hierarchies of beliefs, which could �nd no justi�cation in the context at
hand. Now, suppose that players were able to prove to each other that they
are rational in this sense. Then players should assume that everyone is ratio-
nal; assume that everyone is rational and assumes that everyone is rational;
and so on. But if common assumption of rationality is impossible, at some
point players must start forming doubts. Why should they? This puzzling re-
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sult has inspired di¤erent papers other than this. Keisler and Lee [12] show
that relaxing the continuity hypothesis in the type space, the impossibility may
cease to hold. Heifetz, Meier and Schipper [9] take a more radical way out by
changing the solution concept.4 The aim of this paper, instead, is to epistem-
ically characterize precisely iterated admissibility, for its intuitive appeal, but
obtaining a non-empty "cautious rationality and common assumption of cau-
tious rationality" event through interpretationally clear innovations. Switching
from open-mindedness to a milder cautiousness requirement allows to preserve
the characterization and let players commonly believe in their cautiousness and
rationality. The idea is simple and realistic: players cannot or are not interested
in conceiving and weighing all possible hierarchies of beliefs at the same time.5

Cautious players just conceive all possible opponents�strategies, the payo¤ rel-
evant objects. Then, they make a minimal use of higher-order beliefs6 to put
those strategies in a likelihood order, according to hypotheses about opponents�
strategic reasoning. For instance, opponents�strategies that are best replies to
some cautious conjecture (i.e. cautiously rational ones) are given priority with
respect to the ones that are not. Such reduction of the computational burden for
players is strictly connected with their ability to commonly assume this notion
of cautious rationality.

2 Iterated admissibility and lexicographic be-
liefs

For all the following player-speci�c sets Xi, let X :=
Q
j2I
Xj and X�i :=

Q
j 6=i
Xj .

Consider a �nite strategic form game hI; (Si; ui)i2Ii, where I is the set of
players and for every i 2 I, Si is the set of strategies and ui : S ! R is the payo¤
function. For any �nite set X, let �(X) be the set of probability measures on it.
De�ne the expected payo¤ function �i on �(Si)��(S�i) by setting for every
(�i; ��i) 2 �(Si)��(S�i),

�i(�i; ��i) :=
X

s�i2supp��i

X
si2supp�i

ui(si; s�i)�i(si)��i(s�i):

A pure strategy or a pure opponents�subpro�le of strategies as argument of �i
will indicate the probability distribution putting probability 1 on it.

4Also Asheim and Dufwemberg [1] de�ned a solution concept (fully admissible sets) that
captures a form of cautiousness and full belief in rationality and that does not re�ne, nor is
re�ned, by iterated admissibility.

5This is di¤erent than impoverishing the type structure: players can still conceive all the
meaningful hierarchies of beliefs, simply they will not be obliged to.

6 I do not rule out in any way that players can put more than necessary or even all hierarchies
of beliefs in their conjectures. But the possibility to make a parsimonious use of them is enough
to allow common assumption of cautious rationality.
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Iterated admissibility is a reduction procedure of the set of strategy pro�les
that relies on a weak dominance criterion.

De�nition 1 For every player i 2 I, take a set bSi � Si. For every strategy
si 2 bSi, si is weakly dominated over bS if there exists �i 2 �(bSi) such that for
every s�i 2 bS�i, �i(si; s�i) � �i(�i; s�i) and there exists bs�i 2 bS�i such that
�i(si; bs�i) < �i(�i; bs�i).
Now iterated admissibility can be de�ned formally.

De�nition 2 The iterated admissibility procedure is a �nite chain of cartesian
sets of strategy pro�les S0 :=

Y
i2I
S0i � ::: � SM :=

Y
i2I
SMi such that for every

i 2 I and si 2 Si:

1. S0i = Si;

2. for every n < M , si 2 Sn+1i if and only if si 2 Sni and si is not weakly
dominated over Sn;

3. si 2 SMi if and only if si is not weakly dominated over SM .

Notice that inclusions are strict: then, the chain is �nite because the sets of
strategies are �nite. Moreover, SM is non-empty because for a player there is
always at least one strategy that is not weakly dominated.
When a strategy is not weakly dominated over a set, there exists a fully mixed

conjecture over opponents�subpro�les in the set against which the strategy is a
best reply.

Proposition 3 Consider a cartesian set of strategy pro�les bS � S. For every
i 2 I and si 2 bSi, if si is not weakly dominated over bS, then there exists
��i 2 �(bS�i) such that for every s�i 2 bS�i, ��i(s�i) > 0 and for everybsi 2 bSi, �i(si; ��i) � �i(bsi; ��i).
As already argued, looking only at simple fully mixed conjectures may

wrongly justify the choice of an iteratevely inadmissible strategy: for a player
i 2 I there may be strategies that are not weakly dominated over SM and yet
do not belong to SMi . The reason is that a player who performs iterated ad-
missibility wants to avoid also strategies that are weakly dominated over some
previous set of the chain. Thus, she considers every opponents� subpro�le in
that set still possible to some extent, but the ones that do not survive the fol-
lowing step are not considered nearly as likely as the ones that do. Therefore,
the epistemic characterization will need lists of conjectures that allow to put the
states of the world at uncomparable levels of likelihood. These lists are de�ned
here as lexicographic beliefs.
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De�nition 4 Consider a measurable space X and let �(X) denote the space
of probability measures on its Borel �eld. A lexicographic belief is a �nite list
� = (�1; :::; �k) 2 (�(X))k of such probability measures.

I will denote by �LEX(X) :=
S
k2N
(�(X))k the set of all lexicographic beliefs

over X.
When X is the space of opponents�strategy subpro�les, I will call the lexi-

cographic beliefs lexicographic conjectures. As argued in the introduction, I am
interested in lexicographic conjectures with possibly overlapping supports, i.e.
where there can exist n 6= m such that supp�n

T
supp�m 6= ;. With respect

to lexicographic conjectures, I take the standard de�nition of lexicographic best
reply.

De�nition 5 Consider a player i 2 I and a lexicographic conjecture � 2
�LEX(S�i). A strategy si 2 Si is a lexicographic best reply to � = (�1; :::; �k)
if for every s0i 6= si, there exists j � k such that for every h � j, �i(si; �h) �
�i(s

0
i; �h) and, if j < k, �i(si; �j) > �i(s

0
i; �j).

Instead, when X will be the section with respect to opponents of the state
space (cross product of the strategy space and of the type space I will construct),
I will be interested in lexicographic beliefs with nonoverlapping measures.7 Such
lexicographic beliefs represent a list of mutually exclusive hypotheses about
the state of the world: the primary hypothesis, the secondary hypothesis, and
so on. This will not prevent marginal lexicographic beliefs on strategies to
have overlapping supports; it will just require the belief in the same opponents�
strategy subpro�le in two di¤erent hypotheses to be motivated by two di¤erent
states of the world. As in BFK, this property is calledmutual singularity and the
lexicographic beliefs that satisfy it are called lexicographic probability systems.8

De�nition 6 Consider a measurable space X. A lexicographic belief � = (�1; :::; �k) 2
�LEX(X) is mutually singular if there are measurable sets E1; :::; Ek in X such
that for every j � k and h 6= j, �j(Ej) = 1 and �j(Eh) = 0. A mutually
singular lexicographic belief is called lexicographic probability system.

I will denote by �LPS(X) � �LEX(X) the set of all lexicographic probabil-
ity systems (henceforth, LPS) over X.
Lexicographic hierachies of beliefs about strategies will be de�ned in the next

section, where they are used to construct the type space that captures them.

7This is actually a slightly weaker requirement than nonoverlapping supports when the
underlying space is in�nite.

8The term was coined by Blume, Brandenburger and Dekel [3] with reference also to lists
of overlapping measures.
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3 A canonical type space for lexicographic hier-
archies of beliefs

Here I construct a canonical type space for lexicographic hierachies of beliefs.
I will metrize spaces as follows:

� Si with the discrete metric;

� �(X), where X is a separable complete metric space (Polish), with the
Prohorov metric;

� �LEX(X), where X is a Polish space, by setting the distance between two
elements of the same lenght � = (�1; :::; �k) and b� = (b�1; :::; b�k) as the
maximum over h � k of the Prohorov distances between �h and b�h, and
the distance between two elements of di¤erent lenghts to 1;9

� the product of Polish spaces with the product metric.

With these choices, all the spaces are Polish themselves (see [8]).
For every i 2 I and n 2 N, de�ne inductively the following sets:

X1
i : = S�i;

Xn+1
i : = Xn

i �
Y
j 6=i
�LEX(Xn

�j):

Moreover, de�ne
Z1i := X

1
i ; Z

n+1
i :=

Y
j 6=i
�LEX(Xn

�j);

then Xn
i =

nQ
m=1

Zmi .

Now I can de�ne a (coherent) lexicographic hierarchy of beliefs about strate-
gies.

De�nition 7 A (coherent) lexicographic hierarchy of beliefs about strategies is a
�nite list � = (�1; :::; �k) such that for every h � k, �h = (�1; �2; :::) 2

Q
n2N

�(Xn
i )

(and for every n 2 N, margXn
i
�n+1 = �n)

Since all the sets previously de�ned are Polish spaces, the following version
of lemma 1 in Brandenburger and Dekel [5] holds.10

9The Prohorov distance between two elements is at most 1, so triangular inequality is
respected.
10 In [5] the lemma only claims the existence of the homeomorphism because it su¢ ces for the

purposes of the paper. However, their proof constructs exactly the homeomorphism speci�ed
here through a version of Kolmogorov Existence Theorem (from [8]), which also claims the
uniqueness of the images with respect to the marginals requirement (hence the uniqueness of
the function with this feature).
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Lemma 8 Let Di :=
�
� = (�1; �2; :::) 2

Q
n2N

�(Xn
i ) : margXn

i
�n+1 = �n

�
. There

exists a unique function fi : Di ! �(
Q
n2N

Zni ) such that for every � 2 Di and

h 2 N, margXh
i
fi(�) = �

h. Moreover, fi is a homeomorphism.

Proof. See [5].

De�ne the set of coherent lexicographic hierarchies of beliefs Ci :=
S
k2N
(Di)

k

and metrize it by setting the distance between two elements of the same lenght
� = (�1; :::; �k) and �

0 = (�01; :::; �
0
k) as the maximum over h � k of the distances

between �h and �
0
h, and the distance between two elements of di¤erent lenghts

to 1. Then the function

gi : Ci ! �LEX(
Q
n2N

Zni ) such that gi(� = (�1; :::; �k)) := (fi(�1); :::; fi(�k)):

is a homeomorphism.11

Clearly
Q
n2N

Zni is a strict superset of S�i�C�i because
Q
n>1

Zni contains also

non coherent hierarchies. Moreover I want to achieve mutual singularity in the
�nal type space. The following inductive procedure allows to restrict the sets in
the desired way and close the �nal type space.
De�ne:

� �0i :=
�
� 2 Ci : gi(�) 2�LPS(

Q
n2N

Zni )

�
;

� �ni :=
�
� = (�1; :::; �k) 2 �n�1i : 8h = 1; :::; k; fi(�h)[S�i � �n�1�i ] = 1

	
;

� �i :=
T
n2N

�ni :

I have to show that for every n 2 N, �ni is well de�ned, that is, S�i � �n�1�i
is measurable.
By corollary C.1 in BFK, for every Polish space X, �LPS(X) is a Borel set

in �LEX(X). The function gi is measurable. Hence, �0i is a Borel set in Ci and
�0�i is a Borel set in C�i.
By theorem 17.24 in [11], for every Polish space X, the Borel sigma-algebra

on �(X) generated by the Prohorov metric is generated also by the family of
maps � 7! �(A) with � 2 �(X) and Borel set A � X. This requires that
for every Borel set W � X, the set

�
� 2 �(X) : �(WC) > 0

	
is Borel, hence

its complement f� 2 �(X) : �(W ) = 1g is Borel too. For every lenght k 2 N
11For any � = (�1; :::; �k) 2 Ci, take a ball around gi(�) = (fi(�1); :::; fi(�k)) of radius �.

Since fi is a homeomorphism, for every h � k and for the ball around fi(�h) of radius �, there
is a ball around �h whose image is contained in the previous ball. Take the smallest radius
" among those balls around �h over h � k. The image of the ball around � of radius " is
contained in the ball of gi(�) of radius �. The same reasoning can be applied inverting gi.
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and h � k, the projection function � = (�1; :::; �k) 7! �h with � 2 (�(X))k is
continuous, hence since f� 2 �(X) : �(W ) = 1g is Borel,

Lkh :=
�
� = (�1; :::; �k) 2 (�(X))k : �h(W ) = 1

	
is Borel too.

Lk :=
�
� = (�1; :::; �k) 2 (�(X))k : 8h = 1; :::; k; �h(W ) = 1

	
=

\
h=1;:::;k

Lkh;

so it is Borel too.

L :=
�
� = (�1; :::; �l) 2 �LEX(X) : 8h = 1; :::; l; �h(W ) = 1

	
=
[
k2N

Lk;

so it is Borel too. Setting X :=
Q
n2N

Zni , and W := S�i � �n�1�i , �
n
i =

g�1i (L)
T
�n�1i , so it is Borel. Hence, �n�i is a Borel set in C�i.

Now consider that:

� �i is homeomorphic to gi(�i);

� gi(�i) =
�
� = (�1; :::; �k) 2 �LPS(

Q
n2N

Zni ) : 8h = 1; :::; k; �k[S�i � ��i] = 1
�
,

because gi is onto;

� the latter is homeomorphic to �LPS(S�i � ��i).

The last homeomorphism is the function that preserves the measures of all
sets. Rede�ne gi as the composition of itself with this last homeomorphism. So
gi is now a homeomorphism between �i and �LPS(S�i � ��i) such that for
every � 2 �i and for every h 2 N, margXh

i
gi(�) = �

h. This closes the canonical
type space for LPS ((Ti; gi)i2I from now on).
All hierarchies in �i are collectively coherent (they are coherent, believe that

opponents are coherent, and so on); moreover, they display common certainty in
mutual singularity. The type space is canonical in the sense that it represents all
hierarchies of this kind. Notice that the common certainty in mutual singularity
does not mean that the lexicographic hierarchies are composed by mutually
singular beliefs of all orders Indeed, beliefs of all �rst n orders could be even
identical at di¤erent likelihood levels.
Heifetz, Meier and Schipper [9] construct a canonical type space for LPS

with a bottom-up procedure, i.e. building directly only the desired hierarchies
and putting them together in the type space. Since they introduce an epistemic
hypothesis of mutual singularity of conjectures over opponents�strategies, they
obtain mutual singularity in the �nal type space automatically. The top-down
procedure here, instead, allows to throw away only those hierarchies whose rep-
resentation as lexicographic beliefs over the state space is not mutually singular.
Our construction is therefore bigger and the represented hierarchies can be com-
posed by overlapping beliefs for any �nite number of orders.
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4 Common assumption of cautious rationality
and the characterization theorem

In the canonical type space just constructed, the goal is now to identify the
conceptually meaningful events that imply iteratevely admissible strategies as
behavioral projections. These events will be the result of clear and realistic
hypotheses about players�strategic reasoning, which allow to estabilish under
which conditions iterated admissibility is the appropriate solution concept.
The �rst event of interest is the rationality one and it is based on the hypothe-

sis that players play lexicographic best replies to their lexicographic conjectures.

De�nition 9 Rationality is the event R :=
Q
i2I
Ri � S � T such that for every

i 2 I and !i = (si; ti) 2 Ri, si is a lexicographic best reply to margS�igi(ti) =
(�1; :::; �k).

The second event of interest is the cautiousness one and it is based on the hy-
pothesis that players�lexicographic conjectures deem all the opponents�strategy
subpro�les as possible to some extent.

De�nition 10 Cautiousness is the event C :=
Q
i2I
Ci � S � T such that for

every i 2 I and !i = (si; ti) 2 Ci, margS�igi(ti) = (�1; :::; �k) has the following
property: for every s�i 2 S�i there exists j � k such that �k(s�i) > 0.

The conjunction of the two is the cautious rationality event. It is the one
that translates into the use of a weak dominance criterion.

De�nition 11 Cautious rationality is the event R1 :=
Q
i2I
(Ri

T
Ci) = R

T
C.

The projection on the strategy space of the event cautious rationality will
coincide with the �rst iteration of the iterated admissibility procedure, i.e. with
non weakly dominated strategies. To capture the further iterations, I need to
identify the events where conjectures give the right priority to the iteratevely
admissible strategies, in terms of their likelihood. These events are based on the
hypothesis that players hold a kind of belief in opponents�cautious rationality
up to some order. This kind of belief in an event (such as cautious rationality)
shall not necessarily rule out completely that the event does not occur. This
concept is de�ned here as assumption.

De�nition 12 A LPS �i = (�1; :::; �k) 2 (�(S�i � T�i))k assumes B � S�i �
T�i (at level h) if there exists h � k such that:

1. there are measurable sets E1; :::; Ek in S�i�T�i such that for every j � h,
Ej � B and �j(Ej) = 1 and for every j > h, Ej

T
B = ; and �j(Ej) = 1.

2. for every s�i 2 projS�iB, there exists j � h such that margS�i�j [s�i] > 0.
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The �rst requirement has the interpretation that players deem the event
in�nitely more likely than its complementary. The de�nition of this concept
in BFK is di¤erent because it applies again to open-minded (i.e. full support)
LPS only, and has been given a preference-based representation.12 The second
requirement means that players consider every possible behavioral implication
of the event in�nitely more likely than all other strategy subpro�les. This
re�ects the view that players, as argued in the introduction, are concerned
about conceving all possible moves by the opponents, while using higher-order
beliefs only to rank them in a likelihood order. However, point 2 holds also in
BFK, although in their model there is no need to specify it in the de�nition of
assumption, because it is already a consequence of open-mindedness.
With this notion of assumption, the corresponding operator that maps sub-

sets of the state space into subsets of the state space can be de�ned as follows:

Ai(B) := f!i = (si; ti) 2 (Si � Ti) : gi(ti) assumes Bg :

Using the cautious rationality event and the last operator, the right cautious
rationality and m�th order assumption of rationality events and the cautious ra-
tionality and common assumption of rationality event can be de�ned inductively
as follows:

8m � 1, Rm+1 := Rm
\
(
Y
i2I
Ai(R

m
�i));

R1 : =
\
m2N

Rm:

The behavioral implications of the �rst events correspond step-by-step to
the iteratevely admissible strategy pro�les. The second event is non-empty too
and its behavioral implications coincide with the �nal set of the iterated admis-
sibility procedure. These facts are summarized in the following characterization
theorem.

Theorem 13 For every n � 0, Sn = projSRn. Moreover, SM = projSR
1:

Proof.

For every n � M; i 2 I and si 2 Sni , take a �
n
i (si) 2 �(Sn�1�i ) such

that supp�ni (si) = Sn�1�i and for every s0i 2 Si, �i(si; �ni (si)) � �i(s
0
i; �

n
i (si))

(it exists by proposition 3). Moreover, for every i 2 I and si 2 SMi , take
a �M+1

i (si) 2 �(SM�i) such that supp�M+1
i (si) = SM�i and for every s

0
i 2 Si,

�i(si; �
M+1
i (si)) � �i(s0i; �M+1

i (si)):

For every k � M , de�ne the types Uki :=
S

si2Ski
(si � k) and set Ui :=S

0�k�M
Uki .

12 It would be interesting to check how di¤erent an axiomatic treatment of the de�nition
here should be.
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For every i 2 I, de�ne hi : Ui ! �LPS(S�i � U�i) with the following
procedure:

� for every si 2 Si, take a � 2 �(S�i � U�i) such that supp(margS�i�) 6=
S�i and let hi((si; 0)) := �;

� for every 0 < k < M and si 2 Ski , take the � 2 �(S�i � Uk�1�i ) such
that for every s�i 2 Sk�1�i , �[(s�i; (s�i; k � 1))] = �ki (si)[s�i] and let
hi((si; k)) := (�; hi((si; k � 1)));

� for every si 2 SMi , take the �2 2 �(S�i�UM�1
�i ) such that for every s�i 2

SM�1
�i , �2[(s�i; (s�i;M � 1))] = �Mi (si)[s�i] and take the �1 2 �(S�i �
UM�i) such that for every s�i 2 SM�i, �1[(s�i; (s�i;M))] = �M+1

i (si)[s�i]
and let hi((si;M)) := (�1; �2; hi((si;M � 1))):

For every j 2 I and uj 2 Uj , take the lexicographic hierarchy of beliefs
�j(uj) = (�1; :::; �k) induced by hj(uj) in the �nite type space (Ui; hi)i2I and
rename �j(uj) as uj in Cj (see section 3). Now by the de�nition of gj , it must be
gj(uj) = hj(uj) because in such case it is true that for every l � k and for every
h 2 N, margXh

l
fj(�l) = �

h
l and by lemma 8 there is only one function satisfying

this property. Moreover, gj(uj) is mutually singular and �j(uj) is collectively
coherent, so it survives all steps of the reduction of the type space and �nally
uj 2 Tj .

De�ne m(si) := max fn 2 N : si 2 Sni g. Clearly, for every i 2 I and every
si 2 S1i , (si; (si;m(si))) 2 R1i . By induction, it is immediate to show that
gi((si;m(si))) assumes R

m(si)�1
�i ; :::; R1�i. So it holds that for every n � M ,

Sn � projSRn.
Moreover, notice that for every i 2 I and si 2 SMi , gi((si;M)) assumes also

RM�i, so that (si; (si;M)) 2 RM+1
i . But then by induction it is immediate to

show that for every n 2 N, gi((si;M)) assumes Rn�i. So, SM � projSR1.

For the opposite inclusion, take as inductive hypothesis that Sn � projSRn.
Setting R0 := S � T , it is trivially veri�ed for n = 0.
Take any ! = (s; t) 2 Rn+1 � Rn. Notice that si is a lexicographic best

reply to the lexicographic conjecture margS�igi(ti) = (�1; :::; �k), where gi(ti)
assumes Rn at some level l � k. By the inductive hypothesis, for every i 2 I,
si 2 Sni . Hence it is enough to show that there exists a measure ��i 2 �(Sn�i),
with supp��i = Sn�i, such that �i(si; ��i) � �i(s0i; ��i) for every s0i 2 Sni . Any
measure � := �1�1 + ::: + �l�l such that the sum-1 weights �1; :::; �l satisfy
�n+1 � l � (max

s2S
�i(s)�min

s2S
�i(s)) < �n works.

Moreover, since SM � projSRM � projSR1, it holds SM � projSR1. �
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5 Conclusions

Players are expected to play iteratevely admissible strategies when they are
cautiously rational, assume opponents are cautiously rational, and so on, where
being cautious, rational and assuming an event like opponents�cautious ratio-
nality must be carefully de�ned. A player is rational when she plays a lexico-
graphic best reply to her lexicographic conjecture about opponents�strategies.
A player is cautious when she forms the lexicographic conjecture by taking into
consideration every opponents�strategy subpro�le as possible to some extent.
The de�nition of assumption allows players to consider in their conjectures also
the possibility that the event does not occur, but assigning likelihood priority
to the event and to all its possible behavioral implications.
BFK characterize iterated admissibility with rationality and assumption of

rationality events, but incorporating in rationality an open-mindedness require-
ment which is stronger than the cautiousness requirement here: players must
form conjectures that assign a priority level and a probability weight to (a
neighborhood of) every state of world. As a consequence, in every complete
and continuous type space, players cannot commonly assume this notion of
open-minded rationality since the corrisponding event is empty. This re�ects
the computational burden required to players.
This impossibility has been eliminated here by weakening the requirement

on players�conjectures. Players are allowed to form parsimonious conjectures,
whose supports can also be constituted by a �nite number of states of the
world. But players always care to order and weigh all possible opponents�moves,
the payo¤-relevant objects. Assuming opponents� rationality, and so on, and
associating to strategies higher-order beliefs allows players to put them in a
meaningful likelihood order.
As a result, players are able to form conjectures that commonly assume this

notion of cautious rationality, also in a rich type space that does not prevent
them from coming up with any meaningful lexicographic hierarchy of beliefs
about strategies. The existence of such canonical type space has been shown
constructively.
The passage from open-mindedness to cautiousness has the further advan-

tage of reducing the complexity of the analysis. The characterization does not
depend on the topology of the type space,13 which could then be costructed as
a simple measure-theoretical object, like in [10] for the non-lexicographic case.
The analysis could be further simpli�ed by removing the mutual singularity re-
quirement. It has to be noticed that players�lexicographic beliefs of any order
are not required to be mutually singular. Hence, removing mutual singularity
over states of the world as a whole would not change the interpretation of the
epistemic characterization.

13The topological construction of the type space allows to claim the continuity of belief maps
and compare the results with BFK�s ones. However, the topology is a dispensable object for
the characterization result.
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Whether the constructed type space is universal or not has not been inves-
tigated yet. In the proof of the characterization theorem, a �nite type space
is mapped into the canonical type space and thus shown to be a belief-closed
subset of the latter. If this could be done for any type space, the canonical type
space would also be terminal. Hence, a universal type space would exist. On
the other hand, it would be interesting to check the existence of a type space
for LPS with �nite joint support. It is reasonable to think that players will not
introduce an in�nite dimension to justify the likelihood order they want to give
to a �nite number of opponents�strategy subpro�les.
However, the epistemic model set up here for the characterization of iterated

admissibility can be used for di¤erent scopes. For instance, I conjecture that
by simply removing the marginal support requirement from the de�nition of
assumption, the same events would characterize the elimination of weakly dom-
inated strategies followed by many rounds of elimination of strongly dominated
strategies (which is the appropriate solution concept also under the hypotheses
of [7] and [4]).
Finally, the characterization (as in BFK) relies also on strategy-type pairs

that are not cautiously rational not because the strategy is not a lexicographic
best reply to the conjecture, but because the conjecture does not respect the cau-
tiousness requirement (and the same applies in BFK with the open-mindedness
one). This is necessary to assume cautious rationality and form at some level a
fully mixed conjecture whenever an opponent has a dominant strategy, which is
always rational, and a dominated strategy, which is always irrational. If types
without full marginal support on strategies could be put out of the picture, LPS
would coincide with Conditional Probability Systems a la Myerson [13] and a
uni�ed framework for the epistemic analysis of solution concepts in static and
dynamic games could be developed. To avoid the use of such incautious conjec-
tures it is enough to allow that an assumed event, rationality in this case, be
given a nonnull probability after the level at which it stops having probability
one. This requires to rethink the interpretation of assumption as deeming an
event in�nitely more likely than the complementary.
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